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1- Product Category: Garden Light

2- Product Code: PVGA D08

3- Product Pictures:

4- Product Specifications :
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Data Sheet

The crystal landscape lights are total up to 16 million colors 12 watt choices including adjustable 

2700K-6500K (5CCT), which matches different ambience.

The brightness can also be adjusted from 10% to 100% .

These functions can all be controlled by Tuya application which is available on Appstore and google play.
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5- How to Connect:
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6- Long Lifetime & Warranty:
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【Bluetooth Connect & Memory Function】

【Grouping Management & Voice Control】

Turn all the lights that you are pairing on & off three times consecutively and you will be able to see all

and wonderful experience. When the power is turned off, priviously set fucnctions and colours will be saved and will

50,000 hours long lifespan, effectively reduces the frequency of replacing fixtures. 2-year product warranty 

and lifetime customer service to guarantee your satisfication in our products and services.

and create a romantic,relax,lively surrounding. Get hands-free control of your

lights via Alexa or Google home.

        The landscape lights offer the function of group control. It’s very convenient 

Now, open the app and make sure your device is connected to wifi,press on "+" and choose "add device".

Simple operation, no gateway, smarter, more modes than traditional remote control, providing you with an amazing

 of the lights show up on the "nearby devices" for you to connect.Now everything is under your control.

and useful when you want lights to change into different colors by group control 

reapear the next time you turn the lights back on.

First, you need to open the Bluetooth on your phone. Please download Tuya application.

Data Sheet
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7-  Product Specification:

8-  Product Application
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watt, IP65 waterproof design.Can be used in any conditions outdoors without worrying about the light body

 being damaged by water. It can function normally even in heavy rain or snowstorm, working 

temperature -20C - 60C, greatly improve the stability and longevity of your outdoor lighting.

Data Sheet

Input voltage: AC/DC12&24V (both input voltages are supported), ETL listed, die-cast aluminum, 12


